**JESTERS COLLABORATE WITH WIG AND CANDLE FOR FALL PRODUCTION**

"Late Christopher Bean" Chosen for Play by Connecticut College for Women

THREE PERFORMANCES Will Be Held in New London and Hartford on Alternate Week-Ends

Thursday, October 13—The Trinity Jesters of time, according to Coach in Cook Lounge this afternoon that their full production will be presented in conjunction with The Wig and Candle, dramatic organization of Connecticut College for Women.

Sidney Howard's comedy, "The Late Christopher Bean," has been selected for the joint presentation of the Wig and Candle and the Jesters. Inspired by the tremendous ovation received as a result of their collaboration with the Vassar Philaletheis, the Wig and Candle and the Jesters have completed negotiations to present Howard's modern comedy with Connecticut College for Women. The dates of presentation are October 20 and 21 in New London and October 22 in Hartford.

"The Late Christopher Bean" was one of the most popular collegiate productions of the theater season 1932-33 and was chosen by the two organizations as a fitting choice for a center-stage performance. The production has the opportunity to do with a family of New Englanders who have, years before, gone south to take up the art form, and character. Dr. Haggard and his family, with whom the audience can identify, are real people and realize their values and become whole, full, and real characters. After the Bean's death, with an excited world in pursuit of his work and any and all stories of his character and personality, Dr. Haggard and his family's life can be truly appreciated. The movie allows the audience to experience the life stories, as they would be told by someone who has their own special purpose.

**OPPORTUNITY IN COLLEGE SUBJECT OF CHAPEL TALK**

Dr. Hutt Presents New Outlook on Value of College Education

Wednesday, October 12—Dr. R. B. W. Hutt delivered the Columbus Day Chapel Talk Wednesday afternoon, addressing the students upon the subject of opportunity and its relationship to the college curriculum.

He pointed out that opportunity did not come but once. The college student, he said, was given the opportunity of his life when he entered college. He explained that some of these opportunities were not as obvious as others. The student had to decide whether or not to take advantage of these opportunities and to take the necessary steps to do so. He advised the students to make the most of their opportunities and to be ready to take advantage of them when they arise.

It is interesting to compare the college student's opportunity to other students, he stated. With the equivalent amount invested in business, this comparison is not as obvious as it is in college. The college student has an opportunity to gain an equal real value of an education. What is more, the college student has the opportunity to set up a business; it represents the life savings of men who wished to invest in college education and avoid the sacrifice of the lesser ones.

The primary reason for the study of opportunity is to decide whether the student should take the course of study or not. The student has the opportunity to study the sacrifice of the lesser ones, and he has the opportunity to decide whether or not to take advantage of these opportunities. He can save the sacrifices of his parents and friends. "Education is not the mere accumulation of knowledge, it is knowledge in thousands of dollars. We should not be so money-minded as to fail to recognize the sacrifice of our parents and friends." He advocated the study of opportunity to help the students to make the most of their opportunities.

Charles, Caflery, Heap, Riley, Smith, Fitzgerald and Company Poe- kruts form the varsity team for this year. Of these men, Bill Charles and Burt Caffrey are the most outstanding athletes. They are both expected to make their usual good showing for their respective teams. Their playing partners are Bill Oosting, to gather momentum after a slow start at Waseca, for high-speed acceleration past the peaks of Springfield's springboard this Thursday. Springfield, you may remember, was beaten by Trinity, unofficially, last year. Victory is hardly ensured, however, due to the absence of several promising underclassmen from the Trinity squad.
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**SUNSET SPECIALS**

BY R. A. C. '*40

Next Saturday the Blue and Gold-clad knuckle-busters will return to home turf to face the stiff challenge of the 27 to 28 count in a practice run held over the Varsity course last week. The run took place under ideal weather conditions and the Varsity time proved to be the fastest of the season. The leading trio were: Bill and Bob Murphy, R. B. Ogilby, and R. C. Phillips. The Varsity course at Combinant Hill will be run in the new year and the team will be ready for its first regular course soon.

**PRESIDENT’S STATEMENT**

To the Students of Trinity College:

As a member of the board of the new Security Safety Commission appointed by Governor Conn, I wish to ask the students of Trinity College to cooperate in all that is being done to prevent incidents and accidents. This year the authorities will use a system of latching all students’ names to their cars and to minimize automobile accidents at the hands of students. A good opportunity has been given in the daily papers and elsewhere, and I urge each of you to let us know immediately if you are in any way affected before we lose our ability to keep your matter under control.

In the first four years that our safety program has been in action we have been able to keep the number of accidents sufficiently low. The year 1936 saw a marked increase in the number of accidents, but with the aid of the police power of the Campus, a large number of these have been cleared up. This year we hope to clear up a large number of accidents by utilizing the new system of latching all students’ names to their cars and to minimize automobile accidents at the hands of students.

The Vigilantes ride once more. The Vigilantes of California, which faces life courageously and aims the molding of the college, so why not by their would-be student body? No. The boys don’t want to throw the traditional dice and roll the college students over. They are determined to make a clean breast of it. They have caught nothing of a school spirit, such as keeping up a spirit of strife against the upper classmen, for they are part of a group of upper classmen confronting the lower class and telling them what is expected of them. They are a part of a group which is a coordinate, worth-while unit in the College. They are part of a group which is the most worthwhile principle of education. They are part of a group which will see to it that the university is not left out of the picture.

There is no reason why the college should not be more attractive to the student body. No, it is the hypocritical front that the student body has. The boys do not want to throw the traditional dice and roll the college students over. They are determined to make a clean breast of it. They have caught nothing of a school spirit, such as keeping up a spirit of strife against the upper classmen, for they are part of a group of upper classmen confronting the lower class and telling them what is expected of them. They are a part of a group which is the most worthwhile principle of education. They are part of a group which will see to it that the university is not left out of the picture.
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HILLTOPPERS TO BATTLE COAST GUARD SATURDAY

Hope to Score Second Victory in Games Against Kaydets on Home Gridiron

For the first time in three weeks the Blue and Gold gridironers will play a game on the Hilltop gridiron when they face the Coast Guard Academy this afternoon.

In their two sallies to other fields the Jesseys have met with less success, losing to Worcester Tech and being tied by Hobart.

Coach Jensen, however, hopes that the return to the home habitat will prove a stimulant and a return to winning ways. In the last game played at Hartford so far this year the Hilltoppers defeated the Coast Guardsmen.

The Jesseys have had this season.

The New Londoners have a passing record this year. Their first game against Wesleyan was lost by a score of 6-2, 5-7, 6-1. Stayer found his touch and quickly

In the only game played at Saturday it defeated a strong Newport outfit, which incidentally was cast and组织ed by Wesleyan four weeks ago. Last October the Jesseys lost the Trav's.
HEAVY CLARK SOCCER TEAM DOWNS TRINITY

Trinity Falls to Capitalize on Breaks as Clark Gets 1-0 Victory

Saturday, October 15—Once again the Trinity soccer team invaded Worcester today and once again left in defeat. After playing a scoreless game with Clark until the last few minutes of a hard-fought overtime struggle, Blue and Gold players saw the sphere float into the Trin guarded rectangle for the only score of the day. The final count was 1-0.

Though the opposition was not as great as in the game against Worcester, it was apparent that the Trinity men had given their foes considerably more schooling and that they were more sure of their education. Twice the goal tender was drawn out of his net during the first quarter and the door left open for a marker to enter. Twice, by freak actions of the ball, goals were missed. In one case the ball rolled from one post to the other on the goal line without once going completely over the crossbar. The Clark team got off to a slow start, but the seven men on the team, who had seen several years of competition, soon took things in hand and let no chances pass. The game ended with both teams having secured and therefore take the longer examinations less seriously.

**COMMUNICATIONS**

(Continued from page 3.)

No matter how small this problem may seem, it is the duty of every right-thinking Trinity College student to stand up in his boots and support this worthy effort.

Alvan T. Fuller, Jr., '41.

To the Editor of the Tripped:
The recent loud and boisterous boozing in Cook Dorm has proved most amusing and inconceivable. We like music, but not Sunday evening when we must study.

May we appeal to your sense of sportmanship by asking that some other spot, such as Alumni Hall, be used? In such a place no one would be bothered, and those numerous persons who have nothing to study for could join you.

Cordially but sincerely,
Arthur Harte Batteheller,
John Payne.

**ON OTHER FRONTS**

Quite-minded college professors and proponents of frequent tests to jolt lagging students were themselves given a jolt recently by Michigan State College's Dr. Victor H. Noll. In reporting the results of his researches on the effectiveness of the undergraduate examinations, Dr. Noll has revealed that:

"There is no evidence to support the common belief among instructors that written tests as commonly used involved motivation or increase total achievement in college classes.

"The results of the study indicate unequivocally that students in a class where no quizzes of any sort were used, other than a mid-term and final examination show consistently, though not substantially, higher average achievement than is shown by students in classes where occasional written quizzes were given."

Searching for a reason for his startling results, Dr. Noll said: "It may be that when students have occasional quizzes they feel more secure and therefore take the longer examinations less seriously."

**Football Notes**

With the gridiron mania now firmly fixed in the minds of students, the American boy would lose much of the rugged individualism that the United States was founded upon.

**HARRIS STARS AS BLUE AND GOLD TIES HOBART**

(Continued from page 2.)

half on the Hobart four-yard line in Trinity's possession, but once again the attack stalled and the New Yorkers took the ball on downs. A punt from Ferris and Peter Alibi then ensued until one of Ferris' kicks was blocked on his own 20, and recovered by the Blue and Gold. Ryan tried a pass but the ball was intercepted on the Hobart 14 as the half ended.

Trinity was on the defensive for most of the third quarter, the ball being deep in the Blue and Gold territory practically all the time. With the pigskin on the Trin 33-yard line Poplinsky dropped back to pass. He let fly, but his aim was bad and the ball missed connections with the intended receiver. However, Doris Harris plucked the ball out of the air on the Hilltoppers' twenty and raced down the gridiron eighty yards to a touchdown for Trinity. Billy threw an unsuccessful pass in an attempt to score the point after touchdown, so the score remained Trinity 6, Hobart 0. A few plays later the third quarter ended.

The Jesseemen came back in the final period with renewed vigor and direction on the offensive for the remainder of the contest. In the last quarter the ball was never out of the New Yorkers' territory. The Hilltoppers were unable to score, though they twice worked the ball to the Hobart fifteen. The first time a bad pass from center was fumbled and recovered by Hobart, and the second Ryan's pass was intercepted. The game ended with both teams trying desperately to score, but the tally remained Trinity 6, Hobart 0, as the final whistle blew.
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